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In what they describe as a last ditch attempt at legitimate
political activity, two students are preparing to turn their draft
cards over to the Justice Department of the United States.
The students, Richard Lareau
(A&S, '68) and William O'Halloran
(A &S, '71), will be participating
in the April third resistance activities at the Boston Common.
Previous to their decision to join
the Resistance both Lareau and
O'Halloran had considered conscientious objection. Lareau said that
he began to question the war in
his freshman year and started looking into the possibility of a 1-0 last

summer.
He received draft counselling
from the Boston Draft Resistance
Group (BDRG). During this counselling he decided that the Selective Service was "hypocritical and
unjust."

"To be a legal conscientious ob-

jector you have to fit the sterotype that the law outlines. You
have to answer "What would you
do if?' questions and be judged by
a bunch of hostile people who
couldn't possibly understand what
you are doing." He told The
Heights that the law "reminds me
of the conceptualizations of a psy-

chotic."
O'Halloran felt that he could legally qualify for a 1-0. He applied
for his deferment when he registered last May and has not yet
been classified. "My lawyers told
me I had a good case and that I
could get CO status from the

courts."
He said that his decision to resist was based on the fact that
even a civilian CO is involved in
the war because he is cooperating
with the SS which is supplying
manpower for the war in Vietnam.
O'Halloran did not feel that
flight to Canada was a valid alternative to the draft. 'This country is
not as bad off as it seems. It may
be saved by the moral cries that
the resistance presents," he said.
Lareau said that he thought of
the Canada alternative when he
first got his 1-A, but later rejected
it."I am an American," he said.
"I have an obligation to help create
a better value system for this
country. I feel that the resistance
movement gets back to the original ideals of America, we are the
same kind of people as those colonists who told King George to go
screw himself."
Neither of these two people is
very enthusiastic about serving
the one to five year sentence that
they could get for their planned
actions. They are well aware that
they will be committing a felony
and that this will cut them off
from ever running for elective office as well as closing the doors
to a number of professions.

"Still I don't see myself going
to prison as a martyr," said O'Halloran. Lareaus agreed, saying,
"There are now over 2500 who according to our lawyers have really
messed up the SS and we expect
that there will be over 5000 after
April 3."
"This is an act of desperation
ou my part," O'Halloran said, "and
on the part of most of the resistance. It is symptomatic of the conditions of the country that an individual's conscience can lead to
a five year prison term. For me,
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Election Commissioner Bob Bowers handles rampage of students voting on the new constitution for University
political action.
The April third demonstration Student Government.
will begin at 10 A.M. with marches
to the Boston Common from the
Cambridge Common and from BU.
At 11 A.M. there will be a rally
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The constitution proposed by the Campus Council Constitutional Convention received a vote
be Howard Zinn, Stoaughton Lynd
in a referendum conducted among the undergraduates of the university Thursday and
approval
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Chomsky.
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Friday.
There will be a meeting following the rally for those who wish
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curptaariihelVtoles;sninvolved
By JACK FOLEY
Associate Editor
Three men's dormitories, Kostka, Gonzaga, and Fenwick, have had their parietals privileges
revoked for a two week period including last weekend and next weekend because of violations of
the parietals regulations and drunken and disorderly conduct on the part of a large number of
residents over the week end of March 22, 23, and 24.
The announcement was made by
Kick Mastronardi, President of the
Council of Resident Men, at a meeting last Tuesday night. In addition
to the suspension, a committee is
being set up to reevaluate the parietals program in the three dorms
in order to determine if the program should be continued after the
two week period.

William Conti, Chairman of Fenwick House, told the Dorm Coun-

cil, "I'm really disturbed. The freshFenwick worked very hard
to get increased parietal hours and
then they themselves violated the
regulations. I agree with the measures taken against the three
houses. I am going to personally
request no drinking in Fenwick."
Mark Ragolia, Vice-Chairman of
the Dorm Council, pointed out that
there was no need for Conti to request the students to refrain from
alcoholic beverages since Rev. Edward J. Hanrahan, S.J., Dean of
Students, has already ordered the
three houses involved to be completely "dry" for the next two
weeks.
Ragolia said that there were "one
or two incidents on each floor of
couples wandering around the
halls, drunkenness, and general disorderliness. In Gonzaga, a girl
called one of the residents and
asked him if she could come over
with four of her friends. He said
yes and then he got four of his
friends to check in the other four
girls. When they got upstairs, the
couples separated, the girls wandered the corridors, and the guys
were too drunk to check the girls

men in

out."

?> Photo by George Jordan
William O'Halloran (A &S, '71 > and Richard Lareau (A & S, '68) plan
to turn in their draft cards at an April 3rd demonstration.

Ragolia offered in the form of a
motion two additions to the parietals regulations. These were: "D
The host must accompany his guest
at all times during visitation hours;
2) Couples are not to wander cor-

ridors unnecessarily."
John Rau, Chairman of Fitzpatrick House, objected to the proposal and said, "I don't think that
adding more picayune rules is going to help. I think that the students should be given more responsibility." Mike Karrat, Liaison Officer of the Dorm Council, said,
"We've given these guys all the
responsibility possible and they
haven't been able to handle it."
Rau countered, "Let's give them
a chance. I don't think more rules
are necessary. If we're going to
make a new rule every time a new
circumstance develops, we're going
to be in real trouble."
A roll call vote was taken on the
first amendment and the motion
was defeated 14-5. The second
amendment was also defeated, this
time by a vote of 10-9.
(Continued

on Page

10)

The Campus Council will be replaced by a Congress with representatives elected from the various
schools and there will be a student
body president and officers for the
first time.
Elections for these offices will be
held Thursday and Friday of this

week. Nominations are due at 6
p.m. today in the Campus Council
office, McElroy 115.
These elections will be primaries
for the president and vice-president and may be primaries for the
congressional seats upon the disscretion of the election commissioner, Bob Bowers. His decision
will depend on the number applying for each seat in the varying
schools.
Nomination papers have been
available since the Constitutional
Convention unanimously passed the
document on Saturday, March 23,
although the constitution awaited
approval by the student body. It
was expected that the document
would be passed.
The Convention has meet weekly
since December when the delegates
were elected at-large in their re
spective schools. The aim of the
document, as expressed by the
delegates in their deliberations, is
to bestow student government with
the authority and centralization
necessary to be effective as representatives of the student body to
the administration.
A major theme of the convention
was brought out in the advertising
used to promote the passage of the
document in referendum: "The alternative is the Campus Council."
The delegates hurried their work
by meeting three times during the
week of March 18 in order to conduct a referendum and elections
before Easter vacation. It is hoped
that the new government can be
installed and begin operations before the end of the present school
year.
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KeyGA
old ward
The BC Gold Key Society has
chosen the founder and director
of the National Revitalization
Corps as recipient of its annual
award, as the person "who best
typifies the organization's spirit
and motto, 'Service and Sacri-

fice.' »
Edward T. Coll, of Hartford,
Conn., has been cited by the
campus
organization as having
"clearly demonstrated his spirit
of dedication to, and self-sacrifice toward his community."
Coll will receive the Gold Key
Award at a banquet here on Sunday, March

31.

NTS tutors
The Negro Talent Search seeks
tutors and tutor assistants from
BC to help in setting up the program. Their job this semester
will entail meeting with the recruits selected by the Program,
to inform them about BC, and
perhaps to initiate a summer prothese recruits. Ingram for
terested students may contact Mr.
Joseph McCarthy in the Financial
Aids Office, Gasson 217.

Middle Earth
TUES., APRIL 2, 7:00

.50 Ad-

mission
Film series, featuring: "The
Red Balloon;" "Coat from Heaven;" "City of James Joyce."

WED.,

APRIL 3
Firing Line Lecture Series,
featuring
Dean of Education,
Donald T. Donley.

THURS., APRIL 4
Humanities

Younger

The Political Science Depart-

ment announced that the course
entitled "The American Negro's
Quest for Equality" (Po. 105),
to be given by Prof. Gary
Brazier is scheduled for the
fall semester of 1968, NOT in
the second semester as was
previously announced.

Sumer job
The Office of Financial Aid announced that it needs a student
programmer; experience, although
helpful, is not required.
Employment will begin during
this term, carrying through the
summer and possibly into next
year.
Interested students are
asked to make an appointment
with Mr. Doyle, Financial Aid
Office, Gasson 217.

University
President, Very
Rev. Michael P. Walsh, S.J.,
will be interviewed onWHDH-TV
(Channel 5), on "Profile." The
program will be filmed In color
on the BC campus, and will be
aired on Thursday, April 11,from
7:00-7:30 p.m.

"This country is in
years of chaos."

for 50 to 300

"So there's room for improvement. But I'm not going to throw
away my life just to make some
adolescent stand on principle."
HAVE YOU GOT SOMETHING
TO SAY? IT'S TIME, ISN'T IT? IF IT'S

NSLC

The National Student Leadership Conference will come to
College on May 4.
Boston
Seminars on practical politics

and political science, including
Congressional speakers. Tickets
are on sale in McElroy snack
bar this week, 11 A.M. to 2 P.M.
Tickets are five dollars and include a banquet at 6 with a major

SuT
b urri
Appointments were made this
past week for editorial positions

on the 1969 SUB TURRI.

The SUB TURRI announced that
Charled J. Weschler, (A&S, '69)
was named Editor-in-Chief.
Weschler's experience includes
positions as Managing Editor of
the '68 book, and Layout Editor
of the '67 SUB TURRI.

Joseph M. Navin, who doubled
as Assistant Business Manager
and Underclass Editor on the
present book, will assume the
role of Business Manager.

Roger Pelissier will leave post
of Photo Editor, which he has held

for two years, to function as
Managing Editor of his senior
book.
Two sophomores also assume
editorial positions on nextyear's
book. Alan J. Demers will be
Associate Editor and Joseph J.
Britt will function as Photo
Editor.
The editorial staff of the SUB
TURRI feels that it was composed with the diversity of perspective essential to the production
of a total yearbook.

speaker.

.
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LITERARY, POETIC, POLITICAL OR
VISUAL SEND IT TO:

THE CHARLES
RIVER REVIEW

Post

John L'Heureux.

FRI.,

APRIL 5
Paul Lanza and his folk group,
from Leominster, Mass.

1855 2nd Ave.-N.Y.C.

$50 for the best

SAT.,

APRIL 6
Folk entertainment

contribution

SUMMER JOB OPPORTUNITY

(E/CCO) PRUDENTIAL

A National School and large
Organization, has summer openings for college students.
$100 per week, guaranteed full summer's employment,

car necessary.

ATTEND INTERVIEW
Sheraton Boston Hotel Prudential Center
Friday, April 15th, 6:00 p.m., Fairfax A Room
Saturday, April 6th, 1:00 p.m., Independence West Room
?

Going to Michigan this summer? Trade Apts. or

rent reasonable. Available around May 24 to Aug.
24. Univ. of Mich, campus

?

Ann Arbor. Or look-

ing for summer apt. preferably with architecture
student(s). Write: Bill Thauer, 331 Catherine, Ann
?

Those who wish to contribute
cartoned or tied bundles of waste
paper for the Cardinal Cushing
Paper Drive (March 29-April7),
may drop them off at the parking
area near Thomas More Drive.

Wa"lsh Profile"

Series, featuring Harvard poet

Arbor, Mich. 48108

Paper Drive

313-665-2288.

Prepare for Pre-Registration

The
BOSTON COLLEGE
COURSE CRITIQUE
on sale
April 3-5
in
Lyons 9:00 a.m.-12:00
McElroy 11:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
104 Pages (including pictures)
Over 250 reviews of A & S

Elective Courses
120 IBM Surveys of Teachers
Cost: Only $.50
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fpeaVcBtiseCubnojercst orum
The main attraction at last week's
Conference on the Vatican and
Peace was a speech on the contribution of the Holy See to world

?

Photo by Dave Parker

Norman Cousins, an editor of the Saturday Review, spoke to an audience in Bapst last week as part of the Vatican and Peace Conference.

Closer ties with business
sought by CBA dean
By CHARLES BARRY
News Staff

In a recent interview, Dr. Albert
J. Kelley, Dean of the College of
Business Administration, discussed
one of his major goals: the development of closer ties between the
Government, business, and academic worlds.
Dr. Kelley explained that the
chief step toward this goal so far
has been the Executive Development Program. This program is a
series of seminars given on such
subjects as "Quantitative Manage
meat: Effective Decision-Making

Through Computers," "Management
Information Systems," and "New
Techniques of Modern Management."
The object of the program is to
teach businessmen the latest techniques in management, and to stimulate discussion between the faculties of BC, MIT, Harvard, BU, and
Northeastern, and businessmen ? to
see how these techniques work in
practice.
Dr. Kelley feels that the feedback from these discussions can be
used in the development of new

undergraduate

programs.

To complement this activity on
the graduate level, Dr. Kelley feels
that there must be greater cooperation between the different
schools within the University. "In
five years," he predicted, "the modern business curriculum will have
to integrate mathematics." For this
reason, he hopes that in the near
future there will be cross-registration between A& Sand CBA, so
that CBA students can take courses
in psychology, for example, and
have a wider choice in mathematics, while A & S students can take
such courses as accounting.
Dr. Kelley went on to explain
that BC is located in a particularly
sophisticated business and investment area. For this reason, he
feels that BC must be innovative
and turn itself into one of the
leading producers of the managers
for technological industry. Because
of this great field in technological
management, Dr. Kelley hopes to
implement a five-year masters
program similar to that of MIT.

peace.
The speech was given by Archbishop H.E. Cardinalo, Apostolic
Delegate to Great Britain. In it he
stated, contrary to the accusations
in the play, The Deputy, by Rolf
Hochhuth, that during the Second
World War "no fewer than 860,000
Jews were saved by the intervention of Papal representatives."
Following his presentation, Norman Cousins, editor of Saturday
Review, and Dr. Thomas Mahoney,
a professor of history at MIT, commented on the Archbishop's speech.
The program began at 1 p.m., and
Mahoney, a professor of history at
MIT, comented on the Archbishop's
speech.

The program began at 1 P.M.
and had two afternoon sessions
and the evening session at which
His Eminence spoke. The Very
Rev. Michael P. Walsh, S.J., opened
the procedings with a welcome
speech and the reading of a telegram from the Vatican, in which
the Pope imparted his Apostolic
benediction to the participants.
The first panel discussion was

Msgr. Clancy agreed with Westin
when he later told The Heights,
"The notion of the Vatican as allknowing impartial mediator is a
romantic myth that should have
been exploded long ago."
The second afternoon discussion
was on the Vatican's East-West
policy since John XXIII. The main
speaker was Rev. Robert Graham
S.J., an associate editor of the
Vatican wartime papers. He delivered a comprehensive paper on
the relations between the Vatican
and The Communist Nations. After
his paper there were comments
from a panel.
Rev. W. Searey Joyce, S.J., Vice
President for Community Relations,
presided over the conference. The
conference was organized by cv.
Francis Sweeney, S.J., chairman of
the Humanities Series.

ase

BBRADY
MyIKE

ALBERT J. KELLEY
Dean of CBA

BMyEGSANDWELL
News Staff
A group of student representatives from the eitire university met with the Very Rev. Michael P.
Walsh, President of Boston College on Monday, Ma ch 25, to discuss the choice of the next president.
The students asked for the meeting in order to expess their points of view and ideas on traits necesary for Fr. Walsh's successor. They also sought information concerning processes now underway
o pick the president.

cil, and the Law School Student
Bar Association.
Ned Holland, President of the
Student Bar Association and organizer of the student group, originally asked for a meeting with the
Board of Trustees. Fr. Walsh,
however, thought the Board's presence would be unnecessary and
promised to transmit the idea of
the students to the Board as well
as to Very Rev. John Y. O'Connor,
S.J., Provincial of the New England
Province.
In preparing for the meeting,

Church was analogous to that of
the American white liberals who
were told to stay out of the'ghetto
and educate their own in the suburbs. "The Vatican should speak
to the conscience of the affluent
West" he said.

MDoemoncerayticCarthnominee

cWonapflrseehicrdo,tnutdn hoice

Present at the meeting were
heads of all elected student organizations on campus including
the College Senates, the Campus
Council, the Resident Councils, the
Commuters' Council, the Evening
School, the Graduate Student Coun-

titled "The Vatican and International Law and Morality." The panel
was chaired by Dr. Robert K.
Woetzel, a professor of political
science at BC. He opened the discussion with a short speech about
the responsibilities of Catholics.
Another member of the panel,
Msgr. John Clancy, in focusing on
the theme of international morality
said that international law should
be written in reference to individuals rather than to states.
He also said that in certain cases
the concept of absolute national
sovereignty was immoral. The fact
that an individual has no area of
appeal against his government is
one such case according to him.
Undersecretary of State, Eugene
Rostow objected to this statement
when asked about it in the question period which followed the
discussion. He said that it was a
nice idea but he indicated that it
was not practical.
Alan Westin, professor of law at
Columbia, said that he did not see
the Vatican as a mediator between
nations. Speaking last on this panel he said that the position of the

the students decided that a previce-president to handle internal
community problems so that the
sentation of a list of names would
be of little value since they were President would be more free to
deal with fund raising and other
not in a position to know all the
candidates. They also
possible
external relations.
avoided the listing of obviously
The students present were most
necessary traits which the appointimpresed at Fr. Walsh's willingness
ing powers would already have
to work with them and to listen to
considered.
what they had to say. They generally felt that the most importThe main focus of the meeting
was on the stance the President
ant outcome of the meeting was
should take concerning student
the feeling of openness that would
participation in the University
hopefully be generated throughcommunity- The students desired
out the university so that administrators, faculty, and students
to express a point of view which
possibly would not be seen by
would cease thinking of themselves
other members of the community.
as opposing factions.
Judy Belliveau, President of the
They stressed the point that the
president should seek student parNursing Senate, said "Even if the
ticipation rather than force stumeeting had no effect on the choice
dents into a "student power" conof the president, it had great value
frontation.
in setting precedent for student
Also discussed were the necesparticipation and demonstrating
sity of involvement and visibility in
student maturity and responsibility
the local and national community,
in a willingness to share in the
idea of the community."
a willingness to encourage independent thinking on national isDick Armstrong, Chairman of
the A&S Senate, sees this step as
sues, and the foresight to make
administrative changes when necesan important one and a "first in
sary.
Student Government." Armstrong
During the meeting, Fr. Walsh
feels that it is unfortunate that
indicated that he thought that in
students and faculty do not have
the future student participation
some way of influencing this choice
would be sought in the selection
and that administration, faculty
and students should be asked for
process for the University President as well as in other matters.
their point of view rather than
having to fight for a voiceHe also said that he feels strongly
(Continued on Page 10)
that there should be an executive

News Staff
"Lyndon Johnson, convinced that
McCarthy, after a strong, clear-cut
he can no longer gain the convenvictory in Wisconsin will be in a
tion's nomination, will withdraw on
strong position to defeat Kennedy
the fourth ballot and throw his
in Oregon. After winning the Oresupport to McCarthy in order to
gon primary McCarthy "will get
stop Kennedy. McCarthy will then
the support of all youth except
get the nomination on the seventh
for the die-hard Kennedyites."
McCarthy's
primary
ballot." This, according to James
delegates
Mooney U&S, '68), will be the
plus the delegates Kennedy will
gain in state conventions will deadfinal result of the campaign to unseat incumbent President Johnson
lock the National Convention in
that Senator Eugene McCarthy beChicago, leading ultimately to a
gan earlier this year in New HampMcCarthy victory.
shire.
The Minnesota senator's great
Mooney is qualified to predict.
strength, Mooney feels, particularHe served on McCarthy's advancly since Kennedy announced his
ing staff, tracing the candidate's
candidacy, lies in his great political honesty. Mooney commented:
daily timetable and occasionally
acted as the senator's personal
"My belief is that of all the candidriver.
dates in the 1968 election, McThe New Hampshire campaign in
Carthy is the only credible, believMooney's words, "has bridged the
able politician. A voter looks at
generation gap." The dedicated
the other big faces and he looks
work of an estimated 5,000 to 6,000
right through them. When he sees
"clean cut students from the midMcCarthy, he sees the man who
dle class who believed in the syswas courageous enough to go to
tem" helped power McCarthy to
New Hampshire to fight for his
within 232 votes of the President
convictions."
and allowed McCarthy to capture
Recently, however, two young
twenty out of twenty-four delegate
members of McCarthy's personal
votes.
staff resigned over the senator's
McCarthy's campaign was the alleged failure to handle the queslargest ever in New Hampshire, action of white racism adequately.
cording to Mooney. It jelled be
When asked whether this would
cause of a number of smear at tarnish McCarthy's image of polititacks by Democratic Governor King
cal integrity, Mooney referred to
("A vote for McCarthy will get a
a recent program of FACE THE
cheer in Hanoi") and Democratic NATION.
Senator Mclntyre ("Don't vote for
On this program, according to
the man who honors draft dodgMooney, McCarthy stated that he
ers").
must appeal to people and not to
Mooney, unlike many others, sees voting blocks. McCarthy urged
Senator Robert Kennedy's anAmericans to face the issues of
nouncement to run for the DemoViet Nam and urban decay as
cratic nomination as a gain for
Americans and not as members of
McCarthy. According to Mooney,
(Continued on Page 10)
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Fr. Walsh and Campus Council
Discuss Future Expansion of BC
ByS
MEG ANDWELL

News Staff
The Campus Council met with the Very Rev. Michael P. Walsh, S.J., on Tuesday, March 26, to
discuss student government, the recent growth of the university, and plans for the future. An attempt to define the roles of the trustees of Boston College and the University Senate, concerning
which body would rule the university, was left un resolved.
'The Senate," commented Peter
Fr. Walsh replied, "I don't think sity dormitory construction. If that
you can draw that conclusion. At passes we could get about five milVoyt (A &S, 70), is defined to legislate, but legally the trustees have any campus, only 10 per cent are
lion dollars in loans. Assuming a
active."
the right" Agreement was reached
break in the financing, there are
Pat Dobel (A&S, 70) inquired several years to go."
that "the major matters" in which
the Senate would deal would be about the university's future planConcerning future land expanning, particularly regarding the
defined by the President.
sion, Fr. Walsh commented that the
new library. The President stated only problem would be with parkVoyt asked the President if a
turnout of only 10 per cent of the that "We're pretty close to the end ing facilities. He stated that the
student body to vote on a new of our building program. The new university now owns or has future
library will probably cost about rights to most of the property on
student government constitution
nine or ten million dollars at least.
would indicate student apathy tothe other side of Beacon St. He
wards student government.
That's now in the stage of studentmentioned the reservoir as a posfaculty professional recommendasible site for future expansion (the
tions. I would hope they would lower campus athletic facilities
have their work completed by the stand on the site of the former
summer." Fr. Walsh continued, second reservoir), but noted the
"Then we could hire an architect.
past in
Hopes raised last semester for With planning and construction, I school's difficulty in the
with
state
negotiating
officials
by
the imagine it
an on-campus Rathskeller
would take a total of
the property, as it contains
end of the year have disappeared another three years before it would over
water.
because of a few unsolved probbe opened.
In response to a question from

-

RafcthsokemlirTenmay all

lems.
A committee of three Rev.
George Drury, S.J., Vice President
of Student Affairs, Mr. James McIntyre, Executive Assistant to the
Vice President for Student Affairs,
and Marty Gavin (CBA, 70) ?are
currently discussing the pertinent
?

questions.
They are attempting to deter-

mine (a) who will service the establishment, (b) the brewery to be
selected and (c) the likelihood of
being granted a license by Newton
town officials.
Approval must be granted also
by the Board of Trustees.
Gavin feels that this should present no problem because the proposal was first presented by the
Office of Student Affairs, and all
administration officials appear to
be in favor.
However, prospects for its implementation this semester appear
dim. But Gavin feels that "there
is little doubt that the Rathskeller
will be in full operation next fall."
Collegian Motor Bike: 50 cc. Sezuki.

Brand new, never used. Retails for
$239; sell for $175

or best offer.

"We would need to raise five
million dollars in new funds. Two
million dollars would come from
the government. It wouldn't be
hard to raise the rest with two or
three years to prepare."
The President also said that the
new dorms, consisting of two towers housing 600 students each, were
several years off because of financing.
"We've picked an architect, he's
working on that now. I would hope
he could finish by Fall.
"It doesn't look too good on the
cost. As you know, it will cost
about thirteen million dollars. The
Federal government has put a ceiling of not more than two million
dollars on a project.
"Now I'm trying to affect passage
of a law in Massachusetts that provides state aid for private univer-

INTERESTED
IN AN
OVERSEAS
CAREER?

..- .

Call ST 2-1679 between 7-9 P M.

dp it!
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(Continued on Page 10)
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low tuition public schools.
"Government leaders have been
speculating on how to use the
money now being spent on Vietnam." On the state level, Fr. Walsh
cited California, where 32 per cent
of the students in Jesuit colleges
receive state aid; and New York,
where 72 million dollars is available each year for scholarships and
loans.
Fr. Walsh and others have induced Governor Volpe to ask for
four million dollars in state aid
this year. This figure is ten times
that spent last year, but the President noted that still more is necessary.
Sarno also mentioned that resist-

i

to discuss the training offeredat
A.I.F.T. (an intensive nine months
program of post graduate study) and
the job opportunities open to
graduates in thefield of
INTERNATIONAL TRADE and
GOVERNMENT SERVICE.

OF MtM COMPANY. INC NORTHVAIE. N

Fresident mentioned the possibility
of the conversion of O'Connell Hall
once the new dorms were built,
and added, "I believe there's a site
down near the reservoir."
Carmen Sarno inquired about
future financial problems concerning Catholic schools, in competition
with state supported public schools.
"Of course the problem is with all
private schools," Fr. Walsh stated.
"Our tuition next year will probably be the lowest of any major
Catholic university."
"For the future, the government
has got to come in and help with
across the board grants. More
money is needed for scholarships
and loans to put private schools
on a more equal plane with the

KALEIDOSCOPE

APRIL 4, 1968

A PRODUCT

Carmen Sarno (CBA, '68), Fr. Walsh
said he had no preference for the
department to receive the new academic chair that is being established in his honor by the senior
class, but would let the decision
be determined by the students.
The question of future growth
of the student body was raised by
Pat Dobel.
"I would never want to see us
get any larger than we are now."
Fr. Walsh continued, "We set a
ceiling about five years ago on the
undergraduates. If a coordinate
woman's school for A & S was established, some men would have
to go; the number would not rise.
The increase now will be with
graduate students."
Michael Mingolelli (CBA, 70)
asked if any consideration had
been given to a social center. The

The Heights will sponsor an exhibition to gain some recognition for their
of photographic art on cam- talents.
pus during the first week of May.
All members of the University are The exhibition will be opened on
invited to submit their photographs Wednesday, May 1 and continue
through the evening of May 5. It
for exhibition.
The exhibition is being held to will consist of both black and white
prints.
give the photographers on campus and color
a chance to show the rest of the Anyone wishing to exhibit his
University their work. It is a work is requested to bring it to
chance for us to let others see The Heights office any afternoon
what we have been able to capture before April 10. If you have any
on film. This is a special chance questions regarding submissions
for members of the photography please come to the office and we
staffs of the Heights and Sub Terri will be glad to help you.

|
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The American Institute
For Foreign Trade
Thunderbird Campus
PHOENIX, ARIZONA
An Affiliate Of

The American Management Association

Bob, Bill and Carol

in concert
April 5 at 8:00 p.m.
$.99 Roberts Center
Proceeds to Lay Apostolate
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Avatar "high" on people
BPAUyLDROESCHE

Before Avatar what did you read? You read Time and The Boston Globe and maybe even The
or at least
Record American. You read them because there was nothing else. You know they lied
misrepresented facts
but there was nothing else they could do even if they wanted to.(Mass
media cannot offend anyone).

...

...

Consequently there was nothing you could do but
get mad, grit your teeth, shout an obscenity and
hope that not too many people would take it seriously. But you knew that most people did.
Then last June something happened to try to
change all that. Avatar. Truth and a free press came

to Boston. Avatar was different from its peers too:
it was pretty while the East Village Other was ugly,
it printed stories about happy things while the Los
Angeles Free Press printed stories about wars and
riots. Although the paper wasn't too long on news,
it wasn't supposed to be. Avatar was an escape from
news. And when it mentioned world affairs it put it
in the perspective of people, not governments. On
top of that it continually reminded its readers that
"speed kills." Real community service. Avatar was a
good thing.
Avatar was a good thing, that is, for those people
who read it. Naturally most people didn't; if they
did they'd only find it irrelevant anyway. Avatar
shouldn't have bothered anybody but it did. It bothered
the powers that be in the area, particularly the
Cambridge politicians, not because it disagreed with
them (which it did) but because it refused to take
them seriously, and therefore, in the eyes of their
readers at least, emasculated them.
The result of this development was the now famous
crackdown on Avatar by the Cambridge "authorities."
Through the use of threats and legal restraining
tactics, the crackdown succeeded in getting the
paper off the newsstands and, for a time, off the
streets. (Street vendors were arrested for selling a
"commodity" as opposed to a newspaper, without a
license.
This obviously resulted in many court cases which
are still going on, and will be for quite awhile.
Avatar, however having the Constitution (of the
United States) on its side will most likely be vindicated. Even Massachusetts Attorney General Elliot
Richardson has stated that the prosecution cannot

ultimately win in court and has always known that.
Recently however, when the Cambridge politicians
finally realized that their tactics had failed and that
Avatar was here to stay, they came to an agreement
with the editors allowing them to sell the paper
through street vendors so long as they "make every
reasonable effort to sell only to people over eighteen."
Although the local politicians failed to run Avatar
out of business
in fact, they probably cemented
its popularity by giving it so much publicity; according to Newsweek, its circulation is now 35,000
they
did, for awhile, serve to bring down the quality of
the paper. The basic charge was the convenient allegation that Avatar was obscene, which, by the
current definition of obscenity is ridiculous.

The paper though, was almost forced to become
most people consider) obscene: kind of a
"You say we're dirty, hah, we'll show you what dirty
really is" thing. This was probably the cause of Mcl
Lyman's scatological denunciation of the Cambridge
city hall people in No. 12 as well as the four-letter
words in the center-fold of No. 13.
(what

In addition, the whole tone of the paper changed,
It became angry, almost obsessed with its predicament. There appeared many articles criticizing the
Cambridge establishment and also the "Hey Governor Volpe, Look" column, which consisted of photographs of racks of pornography in Cambridge

newsstands.
Fortunately, this was only a phase that the paper
went through; Avatar is now the hippie publication
of old, though perhaps it is a bit wiser. Still present
are articles about astrology, drugs, films, drama,
music and the like.
Mcl Lyman, Avatar's self proclaimed world savior,
came through the crackdown "intact", and continued
his "godding about" in the new second section
through No. 21 when he admitted that he had said
all that was to be said and decided to leave and
make movies.

"So far I have only written what I HAD to write,
I have been driven to say certain things in certain
ways and I have said them, and now I am no longer
driven
I have come, I have delivered my message,
and now I am taking my leave
I am the truth
wherever, however, and in whatever form it appears.
As Mcl Lyman writing in Avatar it appeared very
simply and very directly." (Mcl Lyman's letter to
readers in No. 21)

...

...

Avatar also concerns itself with politics, but in a
more detached, and at the same time a more personal manner than most "radical" publications. Its
writers are of the opinion that America will destroy
itself pretty soon and believe that the war in Vietnam and riots in cities are merely signs that America's days are numbered. They therefore feel that
people should save themselves and ultimately the
country by disassociating themselves with the govern-

ment.
On the more practical matter of day to day problems the Avatar writers generally support leftist,
radical movements. Their ultimate concern, though,
is with people and not with the governments that
rule these people.

?

?

New

coffee

Avatar recently has expanded from its previous,
tabloid size to a two section paper. The first section
larger than a standard newspaper, and the second
section retains the standard tabloid format. In addition Avatar has, with the help of the East Village
(Continued

on Page

10)

house board

expands year's projects
Financial stability, the installment of a policy making Board of Governors, and an expanded
series of entertainment have marked the Middle Earth coffee house program so far this year.
An increase in admission charges

has enabled the coffee house to
purchase new house lights, to repair the kitchen and the tables,
and to provide more professional
entertainment on the weekends.
Besides this, Middle Earth has at
present a $200 surplus in the
treasury, one of the first times in
its 1% year existence that the
coffee house has been in the black.
Within the past three weeks, the
coffee house also elected a sevenman Board of Governors, headed
by General Manager Ed Giardina
(A & S, '69), with Fr. Robert Cheney
as faculty moderator. This board
is responsible for establishing policy and is in the process of ratifying a constitution for the coffee
house.
According to Giardina, all the
projects undertaken by the Middle
Earth so far this year have been
successful, except for the Firing
Line lecture series which will be
discontinued after this year.
Their plans for next year include
the continuing of such popular

Photo by Henry Ellis

Walt Kelly peddling his Insidious rag to a clean cut BC student.

programs as the guitar clinics, the
faculty lecture, series, and an expanded schedule of poetry readings, both amateur and professional. Tentative plans also include a
series of entirely experimental
films, and special plays in McElroy emphasizing student talent.
Giardina also noted that, pending a decision by the Board of
Governors, the admission price
will soon be reduced- The money
earned, emphasized Giardina, is
being rapidly re-invested in improving the coffee house, and also
for other miscellaneous expendi-

tures.
According to Giardina, next year
Middle Earth will also endeavor
to avoid scheduling conflicts with
other campus groups such as the
Dramatic Society and other lecture series. By the end of the year,
they hope to have at least one more
of the immensely popular Uncle
Marvin shows, another performance by John Trappani and the
Eagles of Sound, a play, and a
number of lectures. The coffee

house will close this year on May
11 and re-open during orientation
week next September.

BCfThptroeobuwaledmmti:srnreshmen
The future achievements of a college has always depended

on its success in securing talented high school students.

It has been the concern of Mr. Joseph Tache, Assistant
Director of Admissions at Boston College to select students
whose qualifications extend beyond the normal rank, grade
and CEEB score criteria.
Mr. Tache's task moreover is of marginal students when they
to present Boston CoUege to the are presented to the committees
high level student as a university for acceptance."
which can meet these interests for
Also, Mr. Tache mentioned that
four years.
besides the recently publicized
This spring, 6000 high school $100,000 Scholarship for Negroes
seniors are listed as applicants at in the Boston Area, BC is also adthe university and only 1500 can mitting graduates of the Upward
be accomodated. Therefore "Bos- Bound program headed by Mr.
ton College," in Mr. Tache's words, Ulysses Shelton.
"has become the leading competiMr. Tache had great hopes for
tor of the sectarian schools to uniBC's increased national reputation
versities such as Harvard, Tufts, and predicts that, in five years,
MIT, etc., in this area."
with adequate housing facilities
The reason attributed to this "BC will be dealing with applitapping of students who enter- cants of whom 70 percent will
tain the prospects of an Ivy Leacome from out of state."
gue school is that, as Mr. Tache
says, "many students, in fact, still
desire a Catholic university."
The picture is not all so appealing. What constantly plagues the
BC admissions office is the difficulty of "confronting the student
BC started work in special eduwith our housing problem." Until
the twin towers are completed,
cation and rehabilitation in 1965
this will remain an unhappy situawith a small enrollment and offices
in the Student Activities' Building.
tion for Mr. Tache.
Since then the program has grown
It would seem, however, that
to an enrollment of over eighty
some of the needs in the offand it is now planning to move
campus housing situation have
from its present quarters in Banlargely been overloked or just nener House on College Road into
glected. No implementation as far
as public or school transportation
the new Human Sciences Building.
has been insured for freshmen offIn the process of this physical
campus students.
growth the Special Ed. Program
As a solution to the second problem> since the first seems to be has also added a number of new
programs. In addition to preparing
simply a matter of money, couldn't
teachers to work with the mentally
the dormitory system itself be alretarded, they now have programs
tered?
in peripatology, teaching the emoMr. Tache said that BC is contionally disturbed, and teaching the
stantly watchful of qualities such
as creativity and leadership and multiple handicapped, which includes the deaf-blind, the retardedthese greatly enhance "the cases
blind, and the emotionally dis-

foEretarded
rSp.ebcliand,

turbed-blind.
Dr. Eichron points out that peripatology is an extremely significant
advance in that it gives mobility to
the vast numbers of blind people
who cannot use dogs. "Only one
percent of the blind in the United
States are using dogs," he said,
"and only five percent can. In order for a dog to be of any use it
must pull very hard. So the person
must be quite strong to handle
one." Since a great number of
blind people are aged or quite
young, the majority do not have

this strength.
Most of the teacher programs are
on the graduate level and are part
of the Graduate School of Arts and
Sciences. A large number of them
are run in conjunction with spe-

cial schools for the handicapped.
Among these are the Oaks Hill
School in Connecticut, the Ohio
State Institute for the Blind and
Perkins School for The Blind.
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Accent on peace
The speech is no longer news. The bombing has almost been halted. The promise of
total de-escalation if Hanoi reprocates has
been made. The president will not seek reelection.
Yet what is no longer immediate news will
continue to make news. Now begins a period
of hair-splitting analysis. What really has been
said? Is it weakness or is it strength which
shapes this move toward peace? Who now
emerges as the strongest Democratic candidate? More important (and not necessarily the
same question), who stands the best chance of
winning the Presidency in 1968? As these
questions are individually and collectively answered, world history will be irrevocably altered.
The most important answers must come
from Hanoi. Everything that could have been
conceded on a unilateral basis by the Johnson
Administration has been conceded. If peace is
if the madness is to
to come in Vietnam
the leaders of North Vietnam
finally end
must arrive at a decision.
Either the President has acted in the interest of world peace, either he has moved to
unite the country without abandoning his basic
rationale for being in Southeast Asia, or he
has bowed to the divisive influences within his
own country. If the decision is the former,
there can be peace, with some measure of real
success for Hanoi and dignity for the US. If
the decision indicates the latter, if Ho Chi Minh
sees visions of the France of the early 50's
?

?

fl£v\l

among these this newspaper. However, whatever constructive proposals were offered (and
these were scarce) either were fated for the
enormous pile of unheeded suggestions or became subsumed within the outcry accompanying more temporarily provocative issues, such
as the food riots.
The recent suspension of parietal privileges
in three dormitories (reported on page one) is
a symptom of a major disease within this institution. The subsequent debate within the Council of Resident Men further enhanced this
comedy of errors and expressed the unbreakable cycle these events must follow: lack of preparation
inbestowal of responsibility
ability to use responsibility
irresponsible,
destructive behavior rescinding of privileges
continued inability to use responsibility.
There is only one way out of this circular
road to chaos or totalitarian paternalism
the
realization by the educators (administrators, but
also faculty) that education occurs every moment in the life of the institution, and that this
process must be understood, facilitated, and
directed.
"Man is a social animal." St. Thomas Aquinas
was aware of the interactional capacities and
?

?

?

?

?

?

_
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in the President's decision, war will continue
until de-escalation means retreat.
Perhaps, of course, there should be retreat. Perhaps we have lost the war in truth
and we should unconditionally pull-out. But, if
Hanoi refuses to negotiate and presses for total victory this is an alternative not viable for
the Johnson Administration. In fact, it is questionable whether any potential administration
?Kennedy, McCarthy, Nixon?is prepared for
this unconditional pull-out. A refusal to negotiate, now or ever, by Hanoi can only extend
tragedy.

It was a good speech, with some of the
most important statements in the face and

voice of the man who delivered it. There are
those who will say that the action was long
overdue. They are right, and there are those
who will say that the action and the announcement are strictly political. They are right too.
But this time the arena is world politics, this
time the myth of the devious schemer is replaced with the image of the sincere statesman. They President knew what he was doing
by withdrawing from the Presidential race. It
is the supreme move to assure the world of
real willingness to find peace. Perhaps it is a
sacrifice, too, or perhaps the man was tired
and as old as he looked. We cannot canonize
the man for this one action, but we can admire the courage and strength and manner of
addressing the world.
We do not see the speech as concessionary
as a "giving in" to anything. We pray that
North Vietnam does not either.

/erf*. M*l(jLA>t<jUp~~
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Fertility rites again
The parietal experiment is a failure. It has
not failed from lack of interest, nor from lack
of effort and constructive organization on the
part of those initiating and carrying it out.
Parietals are a failure because they are a stopgap measure taken to placate the inhabitants
of the dorms and not in any way directed at the
problem facing the Boston College resident
community.
For years, innumerable critics have bewailed
the state of social life on campus, not leasr

THE MM

needs of man. Unfortunately, most of his fellow
academicians understand this statement solely
in terms of the philosophical discussion. Put
more bluntly, the students of Boston College
have suffered under the illusion that music, art
and drama are that "stuff for long-haired faggots" too long. If theresident community, to say
nothing of the commuting population, remains
in the Dark Ages of the street-corner society of
adolescent America, Boston College can call
itself nothing but a data factory.
The parietal experiment is a failure. It was
doomed from the start. How can anyone expect
residents of an enclosing and unliveable barrack on a campus which rolls up its sidewalks
on weekends to do anything but raise hovoc
when given a slightly free rein?
It is the responsibility of the institution,
everyone participating in its life, to see that
those elements of life which expand and develop the intelligence, give the body the opportunity for proper growth and pleasure, afford
the soul life enter the environment of Boston

College.
If the dormitories were not looked upon as
need-fulfilling machines and the university regarded itself as a geographical location where
a human community participated perhaps four
years would show some humanization beyond
the mere accumulation of facts.
If the manipulators and practitioners of the
educative process regarded the university as a
total environment made unique by its aim of
human development then perhaps we would
not need missionaries to inform the natives that
throwing food, weekend sclerosis and screwing
against a lavatory wall are not the behavior of
a homo sapiens.
J.D.G.

Tc the Editor:
On Friday, Feb. 9, I was given
the chance to purchase Spectrum
from a member of its staff. Upon
my refusal, I was allowed to sample the literature free. I wish to
thank them for confirming my
earlier views, being a strong supporter of both Mr. Johnson and the
War. Its supposedly unbiased presentation of the views left much
to be desired.
May I congratulate Dr. McNally
on his excellent picturing of the
draft protesters. He explained their
position as I had long believed it
to be idealism defended by emotionalism. This article was written
in a publication for educated persons, not for the soap-opera audience. Many of its intelligent points
were unfortunately hidden from
me. I personally did not need to
be informed that there were moral
issues involved in this war?This
seemed to surprise him, for he
failed to discuss them. His statement of the "poor farmers who
were killed by American soldiers"
soldiers who he believes follow
the policy of"the only good injun
is a dead injun" ?is the best example of university idealism. (Oh,
in case he hasn't heard, the Vietnamese are not an Indian tribe.)
Let us not underestimate these
people
for even he admits they
are human. Thus, they are not
above human weaknesses. They are
able to be influenced into carrying
a gun and playing the game of
war. If he doubts this point, ask
any soldier who has just returned
from the war. Many American soldiers have been unmercifully tortured by his "poor farmer."
?

?

?

Dr. McNally is well-versed in the
art of name-calling (an offense I
hope I do not commit in the writing of this letter). The targets, as
always, are Mr. Rusk, and the modern American scapegoat for past
political errors, Mr. Johnson a
true president. He (as all war protesters) paints him as a mass murderer. If he were the man he portrays him to be, he could and
would do a much better job at
concealing his crimes ?after all it
is an election year! No man would
continue such an unpopular war
if he and the many involved in this
decision did not believe it right.
In closing, I wish to direct a few
words of advice to the staff of
Spectrum. First, if they choose to
continue this position of idealism,
they should do it by their own
means. It is not fair to ask people,
such as I, to contribute money,
whether it be directly or indirectly (through tuition). Secondly, if
they want to camouflage their publication as unbiased, they should
place such articles as Dr. McNally's
at the end and pad it with a few
more articles such as the one by
Carmine Egidio (idealistic itself,
but at least supporting the War
and our President, somewhat.
Third, I suggest they give up the
endeavor to create a new publication at Boston College and work to
better such publications (and I use
the term freely) as The Heights. I
still believe it could be a good
newspaper if more people took an
interest in bettering it, instead of
passively criticizing its many weak?

nesses.

Sincerely,
Stephen MeideU (Ed., '69)
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riots;Belgantwo-edged
(ED.

NOTE: Mr. Durand, a mem-

ber of the Class of 1969 in the
College of Arts and Sciences, is
presently spending his junior year
at the University of Louvain in
Flanders. While at BC Mr. Durand,
among other things, was one of the
major personalities behind the creation of the Middle Earth Coffee
House. The following article was
written at the request of the editor.)
During the last five or six years,
the Flemish have used what they
caU "grandes manifestations" in
their efforts to oust the French
from their place at the University
of Louvain. A Flamand would probably translate this word into English by its cognate "manifestation";
I think it could be much more accurately translated by the term
"riot."

These "manifestations" occur almost monthly in Louvain during
'the year. There is no purpose or
goal to each manifestation: when
the six movie theaters let out
around 10:15 P.M., anywhere from
2,000 to 3,500 Flemish students
gather on Louvain's main street to
sing songs, scream "Wollen, buiten"
(Wolloons,
get out!), and get
sprayed by firemen and hit by the
gendarmes' night sticks. (The gendarmes, who attend each manifestation in force, are the Belgian
equivalent of our State Police or
National Guard).
There being no organization or
goal to these manifestations, they
often result in great property damage, many injuries, and sometimes
even death.
Why these riots? What is the
meaning of it all? Can any sense
be made out of these seemingly
senseless gatherings? An outsider
like myself who has experienced
several manifestations quickly begins to ask these and many similar
questions. From my observations
during the year, I think I have
found some possible answers to
the questions.
A few weeks ago I saw a school
bus completely filled with ten-yearold children. In the United States
the bus driver would have trouble
getting life insurance driving a
school bus is a hazardous occupation. But every one of these children was sitting nearly silent,
reading, looking out of the window, or quietly talking to the
friend next to them. There was
hardly a sound coming from the
bus!
?

My opinion
To the Editor:
After being asked by numerous
people to explain what my qualifications are to correctly analyze the
current political situation which is
baffling the experts, I feel it is
my duty to clarify the matter.
No, I am not a political expert
in disguise (surprise). Rather the
fact of the matter is that through
an inadvertent oversight of the
editor, I was misquoted. What I
said was not "I have correctly analyzed the situation" but rather "I
wonder if you have correctly analyzed the situation."

Usually I would not be so critical
of the printing of a letter but since
those deleted words completely
change the tone of my statement,
I feel that it should be pointed out.
I do not want to assume the role
of a know-it-all in politics, but
merely wished to express my opinion. I'm sure you see my point.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Mark R. Shanahan (A&S,

71)

BYDURAND
REN
Bob Scarlata, a '63 graduate of
BC, in Louvain studying for his
doctorate in medicine, took his
three-year-old daughter to the
neighbors so she could play with
their children. But they were horrified and told Bob that they didn't
believe in letting their children
play.

I have very seldom seen Belgian
children outside playing, even in
the parks. They go to school six
days a week and on Sunday they
have organized activities: soccer,
track, Boy Scouts, etc. They are
never allowed to go out and play,
to just be themselves.
There exists also a general picture of the typical Belgian man:
very staid, always well-mannered,
not too outgoing almost to the
point of being unemotional.
The impressions one gets about
the manifestations is that the Belgian students are "going out to
play." The manifestations are put
on with great abandon, and the
Belgians really enjoy and look forward to them. It is almost as if
they have the chance "to play," to
let out pent up emotions, to express themselves and just be themselves something they had been
deprived of during their childhood.
A Flemish student, however,
would say that the manifestations
are part of the Flemish movement
to make the French move out of
Louvain, the only university in
Flanders which still has a French
section. One Flemish student said
to me in almost perfect English,
"They are a sign to the French
that we have not forgotten that
they are still here. And they show
that we have the power and are
ready to fight to get them out."
The key word in that statement

is "forgotten." A political science
student from the University of
Scranton specializing in anarchical
political movements, explained it
to me this way: "The movement
of the Flemish students is an anarchy; there is little or no organization and no real leader. Like
any anarchical movement it could
very easily fall apart; it could be
easily 'forgotten'; it needs continual reminders of its existence. This
is the purpose which serves the

manifestations."

There seems, therefore, to be
a double dimension to the manifestations. They are an outlet for the
emotions of the Belgians held in
since infancy. But even more so,
they are the incarnation of an anarchical political movement. It has
to be admitted that any Flemish
student, regardless of his reasons
for being at the manifestation, is
very aware of the politics behind it.

SAMVESEAT
Ever go to a stoodent guvmint meeting?
The president, Yazoo Paisley, calls the meeting to order promptly
at 8 o'clock (it was supposed to start at seven sharp, but Yazoo tripped
over his wing-tipped shoes on the way in, and fell on his head. His vest
slipped over his nose, and he nearly suffocated). He looks nice.
Yazoo's girl Friday her name is Cariotta Cherrycheeks, and she
looks nice
is now reading the minutes from the last meeting. Everyone
pays scrupulous attention, except "Champ" Wazniak, who is playing
pinchee-winchee with Polka-Dottie lacuzzi, and "Biff" Zimmerman, who is
nonchalantly picking his nose.

?

.

?

?

We regret that we
are unable to print
every letter we receive. Due to limitations in space we are
forced to exclude some
letters andedit others.

Cariotta reads: ".
Biff argued that due to constructional difficulties, this plan was most unfeasible and that a more suitable instrument
be invoked. Vote taken, 11-5, in favor of paperclips to bind the guvmint
newsletter together, as opposed to staples. The meeting adjourned at
9:30 and a good time was enjoyed by all."

Yazoo shifts uneasily. "Uh, Cariotta, baby, why don't we strike that
last bit about the paperclips and stuff heh-heh
okay?"
?

?

I love you, Yazoo," Cariotta murmurs.
"Yeah, sure, but not now. Uh, hmm, next order of business Biff,
you got the ole treasurer's report, kid?"
Biff grins as if he has a coathanger in his mouth, and says, "Sort of."
Yazoo licks beads of sweat from his upper lip: he has just spotted
a visitor at the meeting! All stoodent guvmint meetings are open to the
public, but Yazoo keeps switching rooms so the public can't find out

"

?

rigThhttp
eo rivacy
To the Editor:
I wonder how important the
rights of resident men really are.
About three weeks ago my roommate decided to move, and I was
left with a double room to myself.
The Housing Office now claims I
have a right to only half a room;
the other half is theirs. For the
past two weeks I've come back on
Friday night to find that a high
school senior had been given a key
to my door and had already moved
in. I understand that this situation
will continue for the rest of the
semester. Several things bother me:
First) I was never asked, nor will
I be asked, for the use of my room.
Aside from common courtesy, if I
go home for a weekend or when
I leave for Easter, "the other side
belongs to the Housing Office."
My room will then be used without my consent or even my presence. Of course, they will not use
my bed without asking me, just
the other bed. It seems rather
ludicrous that the Dean of Students
cannot enter my room without my
permission, but any interested high
school senior can.
Second) Suppose one of my uninvited guests were to damage or
steal my personal property. If I
could offer substantial proof of
loss, they tell me I would be reimbursed. The only proof I could
possibly give would be my word.
Will that be enough?
Third) How do you replace something with no dollar value, which
is nonetheless of high personal
value?
Fourth) I didn't realize until last
weekend that high school seniors
can stagger in at 2 A.M. with little
less noise than a sonic boom.
Now I only want the right to my

I love you, Yazoo

room. If BC were to ask before

they gave out keys, and to promise
to take my word for any property
damage, I would be glad to play
host. However, I think I have a
right to privacy with, or without,
a roommate.
Strangely, with all the talk on
campus, I don't think anybody considers individual rights- Unfortunately, I don't expect Boston College
to change.
John J. Gallagher (A & S, "71)

gentle

mon6ay
is
coming
Anyone interested in
helping the celebrations
please come to the meeting,
Friday, April 5, at 7 P.M.
in Higgins 307.

where they're really meeting. Tonight, for instance, the session is being
held behind a dumptruck in the BC maintenance garage.

"Ha-ha ?let's quit the old ?uh
kidding, huh, Biff?" There is
pleading in Yazoo's voice. His throat feels as if he has swallowed a cupful
of Kitty-Litter.
"Sure, Yazoo. Well, we made ten bucks flat on the Danny and the
Juniors Concert. Remember? Bill Haley and the Comets pulled out at
they already contracted to play at Natick High School.
the last minute
So we didn't make as much as we figured
then there was the wreckage.
Boy! The audience really ripped up that stage went through the band's
equipment like a bat out o'?"
?

?

?

?

"Skip it, Biff

will you just skip it?" Yazoo giggles nervously.
"Okay, well our 'Weekend in Passaic, New Jersey' Contest is kinds
up the creek also. We?"
?

"Okay, okay." Yazoo slumps in his captain's chair. "New business?"
he finally croaks. He is trying at the same time to remember exactly
when he took that double dose of Sal Hepatica. He is very upset.
"I love you, Yazoo," Cariotta intones.
"Yuh, sure. New business, anybody?" He feels more under control
now, because the visitor suddenly has clapped a hand to his mouth and
bolted out the door. A gagging sound is heard. At least he's gone; he
should have known that when you laugh that hard, naturally you get sick.
Serves him right, sniffs Yazoo.
"New business?" booms Yazoo.
Nestley Wlldroot sits up and rubs his eyes. Nestley hates to be
awakened. Nestley raises his hand. Nestley is recognized by The Chair.
"What time does the Tarn close?" asks Nestley. "I keep forgetUng."
"Don't worry, we have plenty of time," simles Yazoo.
"I love you, Yazoo," purrs Cariotta.
"I love you too, Pooky," says Yazoo. "Hey, lookit the time! The little
hand's on the eight, and the big hand's on the six. Let's go. I'm buying
the first round, and the last one outta here has to shut off the lights!
C'mon, girls 'n' boys!"

They all pile delightedly into Wazniak's jeep and start chorusing
raucously: "Meeting adjourned, meeting adjourned, la la la la la la!"
Suddenly, Yazoo shudders violently: "Damn that Sal Hepatica!"
?

?

?

The newly-incorporated student government's going to change all
this hanky-panky though, don't you worry. 'Course, now that I think of
it, when our dorm rep was running for that esteemed office back in September, he promised me a discotheque and an all-night beer hall in
O'Connlle Hall. We still haven't gotten soapdishes in the showers. But
that's another story.
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FeEdmtplorhyOuSalnemnProgram
Interviews will begin April 1,
1968, and will be by appointment
only. Each student is responsible for making his/her appointment, and for making sure that all
necessary applications and forms
are on file with this office prior
to the making of an appointment.
The following should be noted:
1) There will be no appointments unless we have all the ap-

plication forms.

Students attending classes
during the summer will be limited
to working 15 hours per week.
3) Before a student goes on an
off-campus employment interview,
he must have proper authorization
forms from this office. No selfreferrals will be allowed.
4) There will be no authorization for on-campus work unless a
student's employment is requested, In writing, by a professor or
2)

department head.
5) Graduate fellows and assistants must have permission
from their departmentchairman to
work during the summer.

N.8.: Students should check outside bulletin boards, which have
the complete listing of College
Work Study Summer Jobs. Students should not present themselves for Interviews without de-

VOLUNTARY DEFENDERS COM-

8 Beacon Street.

Boston, Mass.
Applications are currentlybeing
accepted: The Committee has in-

formed BC that funds may not be
granted and consequently will not
hire this summer.
The towns of Waltham and Lynn

have requrested the services of
law students who are eligible for
Work-Study. The positions include legal reserach and clerkships.
Inquiries and referrals
must be made through this office.

COMMONWEALTH
SERVICE
CORPS PUBLIC SERVICE INTERNSHIP

-

This agency employs throughout the state of Massachusetts
with several agencies. They have
requested the services of law students to fill positions as Legal
Research Aids who will prepare
various legislation and research
comparative laws of other states.

Work-Study eligibility required:
Referrals through the Financial

Aides Office.

is not on file.
LAW STUDENTS

DEPT.

GENERAL WORK-STUDY
PROGRAMS
CARAVAN SOCIETY FOR CHILDREN

United States Attorney
1107 Post Office & Courthouse

4 male students to work with
blind; in-service training of
blind; summer camp program.

Boston, Mass.
Currently interviewing law students for law clerk positions for
the Summer Intern Program. Must
qualify for Work-Study eligibility.
ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY LEGAL SERVICES PROGRAM

Miami, Florida
To assist executive director:
Work-Study eligibility required.

NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS
BOARD

-

BOSTON

John F. Kennedy Bldg., Government Center.
Restricted to second year law

students: applications are currently being received.
WorkStudy eligibility required.
NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS
BOARD

-

NEW YORK

Through the New York Urban
Corps: Application and personal
interview necessary. Work-Study
eligibility required.

DEFENDER'S
PROVIDENCE, R.I.
PUBLIC

OFFICE:

Through the Providence Central
YMCA; clerkships
available.
Work-Study eligibility required.

Under 21 yrs. of age; nature
directors; handicrafts and scoutcrafts directors; Over 21: scoutmasters, commissioners, program directors, field sport directors, assistant camp directors:
locations throughout New England.

PENNSYLVANIA

HOUSE, PHILA.

- FELLOWSHIP

Training and experience in hu-

CAPE COD NATIONAL SEASHORE
Minority group students requested; naturalists ($lOO per
week); historian; life guard--in
South Wellfleet, Mass. (Cape)
NEW YORK: EPISCOPAL
SION SOCIETY

MIS-

DEPT.

IN ALL STATES THROUGHOUT
THE COUNTRY?YMCA

salary dependent on yr. in college

All local YMCA's employ students for various work including
camp and recreational activities:
some legal and secretarial and
administrative; through Boston
YMCA (inquire within); $1.75-2.50
per hr.

FALMOUTH?CAPE COD CAMP
FOR RETARDED CHILDREN
Six weeks work with retarded
children; June
Aug. (live in);
$1.75-2.50.

-

-

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY-

WATER RESOURCES

BOSTON PUBLIC LIBRARY
COPLEY SQUARE

Collect and compile geologic

and hydrologic data from testhole drilling; make permeablity

tests of water bearing materials,
make computations and perform
other duties incident to ground
water such as performing simple
drafting of well logs and field
location sketches, and assist engineers in maintenance ofstreamgaging stations and in the computation and compiling of basic
steamflow data. June-Sept.; salary commensurate
ience.

-

-

with exper-

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS &
SPACE ADMINISTRATION

Mass.,mathema-

tics, physical science and engin-

eering students preferred, but not
necessary; work entails EPD pre-

parations and processes, junior
engineering
aides, etc., some
clerical...Salary as follows:

Freshmen?sl.9o

Sophomore?2.os

100 positions with carry-over
Junior--2.30
into academic year <68-<69;51.86Senior?2.ss
-$2.25, depending on duties; various projects.
.June thru Aug.
FORT KENT, MAINE: ST. JOHN
GEOLOGY?U.S. DEPT. OF THE COMM. ACTION PROGRAM
INTERIOR IN N. ENG.
Community recreational activGeology students wanted to be ities; soil conservation, service
field assistants; June-Sept.
practices; Nurses' aides; historical site and park attendants...
NEW BOSTON ATHLETIC ASSOresidence in St. John Valley area
CIATION
required.

.

Brochure available in waiting
Jamaica Plain--tot lot; day
camp; teen program; Community
Study Center. June 24-Sept. 6.
Card. O'Connell Seminary head-

room;

AUGUST, MAINE: COMMUNITY
ACTION PROGRAM

Psychiatric aide, recreation
aides, Instructors (children's naquarters
application blanks ture program), Government woravailable in waiting rra.
kers (State House),Nurses'aides..

.

..

OF DEFENSE
AUDIT DEPT., BOSTON

NAVY

DIVISION

OF
EMPLOYMENT
SECURITY-BOSTON

Located on Comm. Aye. near
B.U. Labor Market Economists;
Statistical Aides; Procedures department; Mngm. analysis; clerical (typing).

Excellent working

conditions and good experience.
THE GIRLS CLUB OF BOSTON-

CHARLESTOWN

Various business related work;

and experience.
NORTH BAY COUNCIL OF BOY

Playground leader, play village
leader, day camp leader,recreation leader, clerk-typist, ARC
swim instructor, librarian. $1.50-

SCOUTS

-2.25

In Salem-Lynn area; IndianPond
Reservation: Several openings in
many areas of Boy Scouts' activities within a camp situation, including directorships, Instructors,
aides (administrative), chefs,
rangers, and maintenance.
CITY OF NEWTON ?ADMIN-

DEPT. OF HEALTH AND HOSPITALS BOSTON

ISTRATION

per hr.

-

Bacteriology dept.; planting and
receiving clinical specimens for
bacteriological diagnosis.
City
Hospital in Boston. Possibility of
other hospital related work.
CHRIST

CHILD NURSERY-LYNN,

municipal government MASS.

NEW YORK URBAN CORPS
IN NEW YORK CITY

In Cambridge,

Elko Lake camp in Parksville;
room and board plus transportationfrom NY city; stipend.

-

BOY

man relations; title: Inter-in-Fellowshlp; room and board plus
$1.20. End of June thru Sept.

?

MASS. ASSN. FOR THE BLIND

STATES

Poverty and civil rights law;
$2.50 per hr.

U. S.

In South Royalston, Mass., room
and board plus stipend
for
counselors and graduate nurse.
June-Sept.

OF

UNITED
JUSTICE

BOSTON COUNCIL OF
SCOUTS: IN BOSTON

Law Students requested for
research and writing, case preparations and investigations. WorkStudy eligibility required.

finite thoughts regarding positions

they would like to apply for.
In the event that the Parents
Confidential Form has notbeen returned to this office from Princeton, students should bring to their
Interviews the Parents Confidential Statement work sheet. It
is the responsibility of the student
to determine that his PCS is or

PROVIDENCE, R.I. YMCALEGAL
SERVICE

MITTEE, INC.

City and
aides needed to perform Interesting routine assignments. JuneSept.

Taking care of children from
3-5 yrs.; kindergarten teaching,
field trips, general assistance.

OF WALTHAM-ADMINISTRATION

NEWTON COMMUNITY CENTER,

CITY

Counselors, Unit leaders, Bus
drivers, etc. to work in day camp
setting.
8-10 weeks: 35-40
hrs. per wk.; salary ranges from
1.75-2.25-2.50.

Various openings In city adminincluding assessing,
building
inspection, cemetery
(clerk-typist), auditing, gardening,
purchasing, city stores, payroll,
secretarial, civil defense, hospital patient activities,public works,

me.

OXFORD, MAINE: AGISSIZ VILLAGE

This Boston based summer camp
for boys operates a large camp in
Maine during the Summer months;
counselors and general work avail-

able.
CITY OF BOSTON
TIVE SERVICES

istration

maintenance, recreation activities, day camps, school dept.,
library, health, and legal work,

etc.
BOSTON

HOUSING AUTHORITY

(BHA)
Research assistants: statistical
tabulation and analysis in connection with socio-economic studies

ADMINISTRA-

Preparing inventories of active
and inactive records, removing and
moving of these records to new
headquarters: work is interesting
and sometimes involves travel.

of low-rent public housing operation and related fields.

SERVICE
COMMONWEALTH
CORPS-PUBLIC INTERNSHIP

Various positions in Park and
Recreation, Welfare, playground

This agency employs students
throughout Massachusetts; various
positions including accounting, art
work and photography, instruction
in physical cd., community work-

CITY OF LYNN,
OF MAYOR

ers, cottage supervisors, counsel ingaides, home econ. aides, juvenile training, lab work, legal
assistants, mental health, nursing,
social work, public relations, recreation, writing, statisticians, tutors, etc.

OF PORTLAND, MAINE:
ADMINISTRATION, ETC.
CITY

superintendants, city hospital
functions, hospital aides, general
adminsitration.Salary $1.75-2.50.

MASS. OFFICE

Engineering aides, legal aides,
public information,
planning, research, purchasing,
administrative assistants, medical
aides, recreational personnel,
phys. cd., botony, and biology.

statistics,

TEENAGE
EMPLOYMENT
SKILLS TRAINING-BOSTON

CITY OF MARLBOROUGH-RECREATION DEPT.

Music Jteachers, swimming Instructors, lifeguards, beach attendants, playground supervisors, and
students who can work with handiSept.
June
capped children.

-

Counseling in vocational related

work with studentsfrom 14-20 yrs.
of age; training course leaders
and supervisors, recruiting teenagers and job openings.

CAMP FIRE GIRLS OF GREATER
LYNN

UNITED COMMUNITY SERVICES
OF MET. BOSTON

Camp and office work for female

Community action work: unavailable until notice (expected in
June).

students.
2.25.

June

-

Sept.;

$1.75

-
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Work-Study rogram
CAMP HAMMOND: PLYMOUTH,
MASS.
Syrian-Lebanese Child Welfare
Service and Society for underprivileged children. .offers a wide
choice of openings from June to
Aug. in various camp positions
including nursing, cook, arts and
crafts, nature study, kitchen help,
rifleman, maintenance: Work is
in Plymouth:
residence during
work period in cabins provided.
Friendly personnel and rewarding

.

work.

COMM.

OF

MASS.:

SUMMER

INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
Exam for poistions on March
30; applications available in waiting room; July 8 Aug. 30. Governmental Research.

-

MASSACHUSETTS
HOUSES, INC.

HALF-WAY

In Boston; General Assistance
esp. inrecreational program: work
is performed with ex-prisoners
and inmates of correctional institutions: Older students preferred owing to the nature of the
work and clientele. Salary 2.00-

-2.75.

CHRIST CHILD

HOUSE:

ACTION FOR BOSTON COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

CAM-

BRIDGE, MASS.

-

June 24 Aug. 16: camp and recreational activities: positions include counselor (male), lifeguard,
general counselor (male), and as-

sistants.
MASSACHUSETTS
HOSPITAL

This agency employs throughout
the greater Boston Community:
skills in administration superclerical, l recreational
visions,
etc. wanted for work with underprivileged and low income areas.

GENERAL

-

HARVARD UNIVERSITY GRAD.
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Positions in Chemistry laboratory: requirements: course in
chem. or quantitative analysis.
Training period provided: day or
night coverage.

ALLIANCE OF CAMBRIDGE SETTLEMENT HOUSES
Camp, recreational and clerical
work available: full notice at
later date.

BOSTON WELFARE DEPT. - BOSTON, MASS.

ed: playground supervision, tutorial in activities and
BROOKLINE
PARK DEPT.

crafts.

-

Administration, secretarial,research, etc. June-Sept.; $1.75-

-2.25.

RECREATION

&

General recreational activities
for low-income areas in greater
Boston area: counseling.

NORTHROP MEMORIAL CAMP-

MT. WASH. MASS.
Counselor positions; athletic
and Nature supervisors: June 30Aug. 28.

BOYS AND GIRLS CAMPS-CHARTOWNS OF LEXINGTON, WELLLESTOWN
ESLEY,
WALTHAM, MARLBOROUGH,
LYNN, BOSTON,
camps

PARK AND RECREATION COMM:

HALIFAX, MASS.

MEDFIELD, MASS.

tutorial,

Camp, recreational

General recreational help need-

Historical and bibliographical
research into the area of foreign
operations of U.S. companies:
is
Enterprise
Multinational
thoroughly researched for eventual
publication (Federally Granted):
excellent opportunity for business
majors interested in foreign
operation. Also needed are coding
and keypunch workers (no exp.).
Salaries: 2.00-2.50 per hr.

for both boys
BROOKLINE, LYNNFIELD, In-state
camp counseland
girls;
general
QUINCY, WATERTOWN, AND
ing positions (swimming, nature,
SEVERAL OTHERS

crafts, etc.): late June through"

Employ
positions;

states...

students for various August.
all cities, towns, and EVERETT

American Red Cross, Water Safety
Division. Salary: Consider exper., ability, & seniority.

RECREATIONAL

COMMISSION

MEQUIN YMCA

Waterfront directors, assistants
Administrative aides, clerical, to waterfront directors, lifeguards, water safety instructors.
and clerk positions available.
All applicants musthold Red Cross
CYO OF FALL RIVER AREA-IN Certification for the skills sought,
by the Boston Chapter of the
FALL RIVER, MASS.

etc. Further notice pending.

OF
EMPLOYMENT
DIVISION
SECURITY NEWTON

BOSTON RECREATION DEPARTMENT

-

CAMP OUSA-

counselors, waterfront director for some
Hyde Park YMCA; June 24
Aug. 24; several positions availcrafts, nature, archery,
able:

experience required
positions.

Y.M. & Y.W. HEBREW CENTER:
ASSOCIATED JEWISH COMMUN-

General recreational activities:
in and around city of Everett:

$1.75-2.50.
OF,

ROXBURY FEDERATION

NEIGHBORHOOD CENTERS
Summer Day Camp Programs:
male and female positions(approx.
20)

U.S. PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE
HOSPITAL
Nursing assistant; Personnel
Counselor in Summer Day Camp;
interview appointment necessary. aide; Financial mgmt aide; ReITY CENTERS

jtf||k|

Give your face
an education
in closeness.
Without making

THE URBAN CORPS
NEW YORK

-

CITY OF

A municipal internship program
conducted under the auspices of
the Office of the Mayor: Twelve
wks. June 10 Sept.; 30-35 hrs.
per wk.;
2.00-2.50 per hr.;

-

Positions include Social action,
law, public relations, public administration; also: engineering,
science, psychology, accounting,
communications, etc. "Index of
Assignment Categories" available
through N.Y. office.
ROXBURY WORK-STUDY PROJECT: BOSTON REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY:

ceptionist in out patient clinic.
June thru Sept. $175-2.50.

EVERETT-BOARD OF

ALDERMEN
Recreation playground supervisors: both male and female: June
thru Sept. approx. #1.75
2.00
p. hr.

-

PORTLAND YMCA

- PORTLAND,

MAINE
Camp, recreational, adninistrative: June-Sept. Salary arranged.

THE REVITALIZATION CORPSNEW YORK (BOSTON)
Tutorial and Field Workers
(Boston area) Inquiries invited
through N.Y. office.

Maintenance, tutuorial, recreaGREATER BOSTON ASSN. FOR
tional; application blanks available: under the sponsorship of RETARDED CHILDREN
Assistant teacher (social-reFreedom House Inc. Dormitory
residence without charge; meals creational program); Assistant
at minimal
Work-Study.

fee... salaried

under

-

CITY OF
BROCKTON
RECREATIONAL COMMISSION

Recreational activities, crafts,

lifeguards, pool attendants, etc.
Preference first to Civil Service
eligibles: June-Sept.
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The new '68 Norelco Tripleheader 35T
Norelco Rechargeable Tripleheader 45CT.
gives you a shave so close, we dare any blade
Same great Norelco shave and features,
to match it.
with or without a cord. And this PowAnd it won't nick or scrape either. Let Wgt?pms
erhouse delivers nearly twice as many
this be a lesson to you: in independent labshaves per charge as any other rechargeable. More features, too, inoratory tests this Norelco Tripleheader
Speedshaver®?with floating Microgroove? lH
eluding a 115/220 voltage selec
Mk
heads, rotary blades and pop-up trimmer§|j tor so you can really shave any
| where.Let thatbe M Ii
shaved as close or even closer than a leading
stainless steel blade 2 out of every 3 times.
another lesson.
What more could you want? Maybe the new
/ wUfCfCU
?the close, fast, comfortable electric shave,

:

l\l/\molf*f\®

«1968 North American Philips Company. Inc.. 100 East 42nd Str««t,

N«w York, N. Y. JOOl7

-

THE MEDICAL FOUNDATION
BOSTON
Coding data for EDP, bibliographical
research, analysis,
clerical background in sociology
and statistics helpful.

- COMMUNITY

HEBREW REHAB. CENTER FOR
THE AGED--BOSTON

ROXBURY

Nursing student or concerned
to execute Junior Volunteer Program. .June-Sept.

Negro students preferred (requested community programs;
June-Sept.

FEDERATED
DORCHESTER
NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSES

PART-TIME: FEDERATED DOR-

young lady;

:\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0:\u25a0'\u25a0.\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0'\u25a0::

training supervisor (adult retardates in vocational training); No
special training required.

Camp

.

counselor; secretarial..

..40 hrs. per week @ $1?75-$2.00;
June-Sept.
NEW HAMPSHIRE-BELKNAP?
MERRIMAC COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM

TEACHER AIDES; case workplacement
in
Concord, Laconia, Spaulding, and

ers; secretarial;

other towns; June-Sept.

DE-

VELOPMENT CORPS

CHESTER HOUSES
Summer school aides; In-city
program of trips, special events,
etc. for children and teens; 10-15 hrs. p. wk.@ $1.75-2.00.

NEW
HAMPSHIRE?MANCHESTER ACTION
Various positions in community
action work; several agencies employ under this program; JuneSept.
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Gold crisis linked

Vietnam, speculation

By CHARLES BARRY
News Staff
Professor Donald Sherk, in explaining and evaluating the U.S. gold crisis, termed the recent
international pool agreement to isolate the official gold holding from the market "a revolutionary
step in the direction of the demonetizing of gold."
Prof.

Sherk,

who

teaches

a

course in international trade at

A. John L'Heureux, poet, Boston College graduate, Jesuit priest, will
give an Interesting, rollicking, and beautiful poetry reading in the
Coffee House Middle Earth this Thursday night at 8 P.M. absolutely
free.

Campus Council...
(Continued from Page 4)

ance to increased student participation in running the university
was coming from the faculty more

so than from the administration.
that
The President replied
conscious
that
been
"We've all

your next fight is with the faculty;
you've got all you can get out of
the administration. It's going to
take a while. Students are not succeeding nationally. The faculty that
are fighting you were fighting me

for faculty power. But now they
will not share it with the students.
"In a few years, you'll have much
stronger faculty cooperation. There
is more dialogue with the administration than with the faculty?but
that's everywhere."
Fr. Walsh, who will resign his
office at the end of June, thought
that the new President would not
slow things up: "I don't think he

BC lectured Tuesday evening in
Fenwick Hall on the present U.S.
gold situation. Prof. Sherk pointed
out that a major cause of the crisis
was the strain caused by the gold
backing of the dolar. He went on
to emphasize the international
agreement of March 16 and 17,
which set up the two price system
for gold.
The two price system for gold
allows the private market for gold
to go in the direction of supply
and demand in determining its
price, while the system seals the
official holdings of gold within the
central bank. So that once the gold
supply in the international pool
was sealed, the member countries
could do away with the gold backing of the dollar.
Prof. Sherk went on to explain
two major influences that have

BCU,coG-epbrldateigvyns. ffort

can. BC has momentum now. I expect him to go even faster than
1 have. In fact, since January 1,
65 per cent of my work has had

nothing to do

The prospective merger of the disciplines of Geology and
Geophysics has been announced by Rev. Charles F. Donovan,
Academic Vice-President. Rev. J. W. Skehan will assume chairwith Boston College." manship of the new department as of June 1.

RepublicanstrotyMo jump cCarthy
Due to the vacillating action of Rockefeller, and the unacceptability of Nixon, some Republicans
have turned outside their own party to Senator Eugene McCarthy as the best representative of their
views.

On March 27, The Republicans
and Independents for McCarthy

met at the Parker House. A four
man panel composed of prominent
men spoke to a small gathering.
The purpose of the meeting was
to provide information concerning
the purpose of the coalition and
the reason for its existence.
The organization chairman, MrDouglas L. Ley, a Boston attorney
and Republican, calls efforts toward McCarthy "critical". Mr. Ley
issued a statement saying that the
coalition was being formed "to re-

gentLe
monday
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taken place in recent years which
cast suspicion on the dollar.
The first was the crisis atmosphere developed in 1960 when the
gold price on the London market,
where gold can be bought and sold
by individuals, rose to $40.00 per
ounce as opposed to the official
U.S. price of $35.00 per ounce.
Prof. Sherk said that this difference in price reflected adversely
on the dolar because it fostered
speculation that the United States
price would also change.
In 1961, many countries including the U.S., England, and Belgium
formed an international gold pool
in order to prevent the price on
the London market from getting
out of line with the official price.
Any time the price on the London
market would go up, the pool
would supply gold to the London
market and force the price down;
if the price went down too far on

solve our frustrations with the Re-

publican party and to produce a

candidate who will support our
views." The coalition is planning
to push a write-in campaign for
Massachusetts.

When queried about their dissatisfaction, each of the four-man
panel offered Vietnam as the
principal reason for their exodus
from the Republican ranks. Mr.
Scott Naren, who is heading the
student segment of the movement,
sees the war as the crucial issue
for the majority of his organization. Although it is highly questionable that a significant majority
of the students involved can vote;
Mr. Noren fels that it is necessary
for the students to support a candidate who expresses his views.
Although his organization was
formerly pro-Rockefeller, he em-

phasized that the students were
not anti-campaigning as such. Yet,

he also admitted that the organization, as a whole, did not support
Nixon's views- If Rockefeller should
become party man and come out

in support of Nixon, Mr. Noren
saw some difficulty for the existence of his efforts.
Should there be, of course, a
candidacy, an entirely
different situation would present
itself to the entire coalition.
Justin L. Wyner, a member of
the Republican Town Committee
for Brbokline and the former
Finance
Committee
Brookline
Chairman and treasurer for the
coalition, felt that the entire effort
is united by the issue of Vietnam.
He also added, however, that he
would be happy to support Rockefeller if he ever comes out with a
stand. Mr. Wyner also felt that a
write-in vote for McCarthy would
strengthen the Senator in a fight
with Kennedy, especially if it were
a Republican move.

Rockefeller

The emphasis seemed to be on
the positive nature of the movement. The gentlemen were reluctant to see their effort as a dumpNixon type movement- Mr. Ley
stated that, although he would not
vote for Nixon, the movement was
essentially a Pro-McCarthy draft.

Fr. Skehan stated that the
merged department will result in
more interdisciplinary research.
Flexible course programs
are
planned in which students may
now work toward a Master of
Science degree in Geology, Geophysics, or a combination of the

two.
In line with this greater flexibility, a new co-operative program
has been instituted with the Boston University Geology Department. Under this co-operative program, Boston College students can
pursue courses such as economic
geology and geochemistry offered
at Boston University, and BU
geology students can take courses
in geophysics and structural geology offered solely at BC.
Another result of the merger
will be the addition of a large
number of faculty and researchers
to the department. Also, summer
programs have been initiated, including an institute supported by
the National Science Foundation
for master teachers in the Earth
Science Curriculum Project. Another summer program will offer
various courses for prospective
teachers of the earth sciences.

(Continued from Page 5)
Other started a New York edition.
Since the paper still cannot be sold at newsstands,
the editors now distribute it through street vendors,
who hawk the paper at various places throughout
the Boston-Cambridge area.
Boston College's Avatar salesman is Walter Kelly
(A&S, '681. Although Kelly isn't suffering any real

harassment from the administration, he admits that
sales are rather poor and attributes this to the general middle-class atmosphere of BC and the prevalence of "straight" students on the campus.
He reported though that one isue sold 250 copies
here and he isn't particularly dissatisfied. However
Walter isn't much of a businessman and doesn't
really seem to care very much about sales.

taken place to cast major suspicion

on the dollar is the European dis-

satisfaction with the American involvement in Vietnam. In order to
objectively evaluate the gold
crisis, Profr Sherk thought it necessary to point out that some European countries feel that by holding gold payment they arei enabling
the United States to engage in the
war and finance the take over of
European businesses.
The culmination of the suspicion
of the dollar, however, came about
after the recent devaluation of the
pound in Britain. Prof. Sherk related that the devaluation of the
pound and the resulting concern
for the dollar caused a great increase in the demand for gold.
This increase on the London
market forced the international
gold pool countries to feed the gold
market, to an extent where in one
day, a quarter of a billion dollars
of gold went from the gold pool
to the speculators.
Prof. Sherk pointed out that this
"snowballing speculation" and the
United States' inability to correct
the balance of payments situation
endangered our domestic gold reserve, so that the domestic cover
was abolished. Prof. Sherk added
that the situation necessitated the
closing of the London market and
the revolutionary agreement of the
gold pool members last week in

Washington.
Dr. Sherk's specific suggestions
on alleviation of the crisis included
the proposal that gold, like silver,
be demonetized. He felt that the
gold standard was "anachronistic
and psychological" and that the
monetary
system
international
must depend more on the actions
of people rather than an inanimate block of metal.
Prof. Sherk concluded by saying
that hard, rigid controls such as a
10 to 15 per cent surcharge on im-

ports, an embargo on foreign expenditures and an embargo on
tourism might be required if Vietnam expenditures continue. He
predicted that devaluation of the
dollar would only be implemented
as a last resort-

Parietals...
The Dorm Council also voted on
whether to accept the Women's
Visitation Program, an action which
was neglected three weeks ago
when the program began.

Walsh...

McCarthy...
(Continued from Page 3)

minority groups. "There were Negroes in New Hampshire," said
Mooney, "but Senator McCarthy
did not go out of his way to highlight them. He does not believe in

tokenism."

Avatar...

the London market the pool would

initiate the reverse atcion. Because
of the control mechanism of the
pool, there was no great run on
gold in 1963, '64, or '65.
The second influence that has

Aside from its significance to
the 1968 election, the New Hampshire campaign will be remembered by thousands of students as
"a very poignant, and idealistic moment. It will be seen as a compact,
intense and isolated event which
was their own doing." Said Moonney, "I think it marks the beginning of a successful young people's
revolution in American politics."

(Continued from Page 3)
Most important in not losing the
effect of this; first step is that "students make a definite approach to
the new President to voice their
interest in setting up a definite
system in which faculty, administration and students will be able
to influence the selection of a President in the future," Armstrong
added.
Ned Holland expressed the feeling that "this meeting once again
demonstrates the need for an effective voice to represent the entire univrsity student body. In the
future, when issues of Universitywide significance
arise,
there
should be something like a committee of executives which can
express some sort of a unified student view."
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Bob Gass

Klti pac3ne5Gs-h4ooqtuv'gekrr irls

ASHMONTSPEAKS...

Bob "Hi-Test" Gass (Ed. '68) hit a turn-around jump shot with five seconds remaining to offset
a torrid second half comeback by the girls' basfetball team and gave the Kappa Phi Kappa Keltics,
the professional educational fraternity in the School of Ed., a thrilling 35-34 victory in an exhibition
game played for the benefit of the Jimmy Fund last Wednesday night at Roberts Center.

Dear Bob,

I am writing this letter in answer to all the remarks made
by certain people in regards to college athletes. As you already
might have implied, I am a college athlete. And a college athlete
The Keltics exploded to a 17-6
Becker immediately screamed
third period and trailed only 26who is sick and tired of being criticized.
lead midway in the second period
-24 going into the final period.
for a timeout and quickly inserted
Meadowlark
advantage
singular
Mahoney
despite
Keltics,
and a 23-11 half time
the
The
I am afraid that people just don't realize how important us
behind the shooting of forwards
back in the game. The strategy
efforts of senior "Mauler" Macollege
athletes really are. First of all, it is through us, the athseemed to have backfired when
Mighty Mitch Burek (Ed. '70), Justguire and "Dunker" Deschenes and
letes,
that
a college gains fame. You sure don't think people rein "the Oaf" Eringes (Ed. '69), and
a
baseline
strategic
jumper,
the
substitutions of coach
Gass missed
University because Supreme Court Justice Byron
member
Colorado
6-foot-4 Pistol Pete Baltran (Ed.
Bob Becker, could not get unbut Meadowlark managed to tic
White went there. Uh-uh. You remember Colorado because Whiz72).
up one of the girls (4-foot-11, 92
tracked in the second half and
lbs.) for a jump ball.
The rebounding of Chuckin'
zer White went there.
were guilty of turnover after turnCharlie Anderson (Ed- '68) and
over, culminating in a technical
Second of all, the school makes money through her athletes.
Mahoney, almost getting off the
Bullet Bob Brennan (Ed. '68) along
foul being called on Jungle Jim
ground, then tapped the ball to
And
lefs face it, a school is out to make money. And the only
(Ed.,
'68)with the ballhandling of rovers
Galiano
Gass for the winning basket.
way
for
a school to make money is to go big time in sports beLarry
Watts (Ed., '70),
Leapin'
The Eaglettes took the lead for
cause that's where the money is. And because thafs where the
After the game, amidst wild
Jaguar John Normant (Ed., '68), and
the first time, 32-30, on a lay-up by
congratulations on his first coachJarrin' John Silvestro (Ed. '68) and
money is, ifs only fare that the athletes get monetary rewards
Mary Moran with one minute to
ing victory since 1897, Becker
the psychological advantage of 6go. After Gass had hit a foul line
for their services.
foot-1, 335 lb. Meadowlark Mahoney
jumper and Galiano had hit one
stated that the Keltics are curscholarships. Us athletes
That brings us to my fourth point
(Ed., '68), making his last BC start,
of two free throws, Ad Alex hit a
rently trying to arrange a game
pulling
the
money goes, so theredoing
enabled the boys to "outquick" the
are
all
the
work
as
far
as
in
give
spectacular 35-foot set shot to
with the School of Ed. faculty.
girls for the first half.
the girls a seemingly insurmountafore we should get the scholarships. Of course we athletes realize
Meadowlark threatened a boycott
However, the Eaglettes caught
ble lead of 34-33 with thirty secthe school has to give scholarships to scholars, too. But when it
fire In the third period and with
if such a game was arranged.
go.
onds to
comes down to who gets a scholarship in a choice between a top
Ad Alex (Ed., '70) and Barbara
high school punter and a mediocre honor student, it's only right
Brilliant (Nursing) controlling a
that the formative should win out.
well-disciplined offense and Mary
Moran (Ed., '70) and Jane Egan
As far as having scholarship renewed goes, it is only fair that
(Nursing, '69) hitting from all
the student in question should be judged by his speciality. The
over the court, the girls outhonor student should have about an eighty average while the
(Editor's note: this passage is from George Plimpton's best-seller,
scored the Keltics 13-3 in the
punter should be averaging at least forty (yards, that is).
PAPER LION. Any association with any group on the BC Campus
As to the ridiculous suggestion that an athlete must keep at
is purely coincidental).
least a seventy average or lose his scholarship, I will only say
BiC Medium Point 19*
that it is pure nonsense. However, I will say that I don't think
I had been warned to expect
bed, everyone sitting around, and
that the coach should try and talk with more than three of his
juvenile behavior. A friend of
your
then someone would say, "On
athlete's teachers.
mine had come to see me before
mark, get set, GO", and the fellow
I left for Detroitwould pump his legs, really strainIn some cases, of course, I realize the hopelessness of the
ing, the bed hopping underneath
BiC Fine Point 25* jftjK
"The jocks
that Army barsituation.
Such as the case of the college track star who got four
him, the springs squaking, and
racks, locker-room mentality, peaF's
and
a
D.
Here was a clear case of spending too much time on
after ten seconds or so of this
brained
the stupidity of ballsubject.
one
would
and
say,
"Time",
someone
players," he had said. "Over-grown
he'd pant, "Did I make it?" The
brats."
Fifthly, (my favorite point), I think it not worthy to mention
players would shake their heads the fact that us athletes give the campus a little class. Instead of
He had played a few years with
and make clucking sounds, inspectseeing the crazy guys with the Beatle hair around, you see big,
the Washington Redskins, but it
ing their watches, and he'd be told,
handsome,
crewcut, athlete types. This gives the campus a sort of
was his Boston College career he
"Sorry, John, you haven't done it
kept recalling. There, the athDespite
you haven't broken ten seconds. Roger Stayback aurora, and not a Mario Salvo one.
letes were bedded down in their
You did it in 12.2. Maybe tomorAs far as courses go, I do doubt the importance of such
fiendish torture
own dormitory, which the sturow," they'd tell him.
courses
as Advanced Zone Defenses and The History of the
dents called the Playpen. In the
dynamic BiC Duo
Play,
Double
but I guess thafs because I am not a basketball or
evenings after practice, when the
Afterward, the spelling bee
\u25a0
writes first time,
Also, I would like to say that our finals are quite
rest of the campus was settling
baseball
major.
except they did not
would begin
every time!
down to its books, a curious
hard. Contrary to public opinion and belief, our final in English
spell words, they spelled soundsritual went on in the Playpen
bic's rugged pair of |If 1 W
Someone would say, "How do you
was not made up of identifying slides of animals shown to us
done half in jest, though there
I
spell YEEEAUGH! !", letting out
stick pens wins again |
athletes on a huge picture screen. It was really made up of
was
something
mock
serious
in unending war | oi 1 «
a piercing scream, and the players
about it, as if the athletes, beputting
:W
the animals in alphabetic order. There were of course
edge
the
of
their
cots
against ball-point I
would sit on
ing segregated on the campus,
W:
skip, clog and smear, i
nibbling at their thumbnails, and
twenty-nine
animals
one for each letter.
felt compelled to play up their
Despite horrible § | j $M
think about it. Or someone would
reputation
of
thickheadedness.
Finally,
I would like to point out that us athletes do not take
»
.?", and
punishment by mad I (»j
say, "How do you spell
H
scientists, bic still I
he would vibrate his tongue rapidany courses in either our freshman or sophomore year pertainWhat sort of thing went on, I
ly in a Bronx cheer. Down the line
|B;
writes first time, every I
had asked him. Well, this one feling to such subjects as how t shave correctly or how to aim push«:
time. And no wonder. |
of cots a tackle's brow would furj
night, ran the hundredlow,
every
button
body deodorant. These courses are only open to juniors
saytoughie,"
bic's "Dyamite" Ball Q- j|S:
he
would
row. "A
yard dash lying on his back in his
is the hardest metal |; vi |9j
and
seniors.
made, encased in a i ? M
So in summation I would just like to begin and say that we
solidbrass nose cone. \U. |2
Will not skip, clog ;to S
should give us athletes the credit for making our school what it
B
or smear no matter
< is. The sooner we start de-emphasizing the scholastic end and
what devilish abuse if tfc B
emphasizing even more the football and (me), the better off everyis devised for them ; ) B
B|
by sadistic students.
one will be. Love, Ashmont Milton.
?
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campus store now.
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Get the dynamic |
bic Duo at your
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Commencement Ball
Tickets
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Tickets for the Senior Class Commencement Ball will go on sale Monday, April
Ist, in the Residents Lounge of McElroy.
On March 31st, a list will be brought to
Ronealii Lounge by a member of the Senior
Advisory board and those who sign up will
then be sold tickets first on April Ist, provided they are present. Tickets are payable
in cash ($l5) and table arrangements are for
parties of six or eight. If you plan on buying
one or more tables, a person representing
each table must be present.
ANY QUESTIONS
Mark H. Steidkrauss
C.B.A. Honor Lounge
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College Relations Director
c/o Sheraton-Park Hotel, Washington, D.C. 20008
Please send me a free Sheraton Student I.D. Card:
Name:
Address:

??

?

We're holding
the cards. off with

a
Get one. Rooms are now up to 20%
on
depends
Sheraton Student I.D. How much

where and when you stay.
And the Student I.D. card is free to begin with.
Send in the coupon. It's a good deal. And at a
good place.

-~

Sheraton Hotels & Motor Inns(S)
155 Hotels and Motor Inns in major cities.

%m**^
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THE HEIGHTS

Baseball nine encores
tomorrow at Shea diamond
KEVBIO
Ny 'MALLEY
Sports Staff
With a break from the traditionally uncooperativeNew England weather, the BC baseball team
will open the new season tomorrow against MIT at Shea Field. Perhaps the first question that comes
to mind is "What can they do for an encore?" Such allusions to the now legendary come-from nowhere success of last year's Eagles will abound this season, and make them the team to beat in the
first regional ratings.

?

Photo by Henry EUis

CAPTAIN MIKE FINNELL

shortstop as does Senior Bill Plunkett, the Eagles resident vacuum
cleaner at third base. The man to
watch, however, is newcomer Gary
Matz, a sharp fielding sophmore
who swings a big bat- The general
defensive picture here is excellent,
and this infield certainly boasts
more firepower than most college
teams.
In the outfield, the prospects
are just as good. John Salmon,
Dan Zailskas, Harv Doneskl and
Tim Graham were all part of last
year's success and they comprise
quite a hard-hitting choice for a
starting outfield. To make the
problem evenmore delightful for
Coach Pellegrini, these four are
being pushed by several potent
sophmores with potent credentials at the plate. Foremost
among them are the lefty swinging pair of Mike Whitney and
John Snyder. Defensively, the
outfield corps as a whole has
room for considerable Improvement.
This, then, is the rather pleasant
picture of BC baseball on the
eve of the season's opener. In
general, this should be a long-ball
hitting club with tremendous offensive depth. The success of the
pitching staff rests on the shoulders of untested sophmores, but
there is enough depth here to
make the picture a lot brighter
than it may seem on the surface.
In any case, this will be a fine
team to watch, especially that
extra-base hit. Tomorrow's opponent, MIT, is often the doormat of
the local baseball circles, but this
year's squad has beaten several respectable teams on its recent southern trip, and is certain to be nearer
to mid-season form than the Eagles.
Hopefully, that will not be enough-

Photo by Henry EUU

New Coach Joe Yukica surveys situation as Eagles begin spring

practice.

season

beSfgoprirnec;dastildo

It was sixty-five degrees and the sun was beating down on
the perspiring baseball candidates. But for BC coach Joe Yukica
and his 120-man squad, it was just perfect for football. At the
opening of spring drills last Thursday, the grid squad put in the
first of twenty two-hour sessions, aiming toward their intrasquad
game in early May.
The

well-conditioned

Eagles

came prepared, by a winter work-

out program, for the rigors of
the outdoor drills. Their opening
sessions, Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday of last week, included
blocking, tackling, and scrimmages.
Returning from last year's 4-6
squad are 28 lettermen, with several dozen prospects coming up
from an undefeated freshman
eleven. Among those lost, however,
are most of the veteran offensive
linemen and both of the experienced fullbacks.
Top receiver Jim Kavanagh,
leading rusher Brendan McCarthy,
and center Mike Evans were selected in the pro football draft in late

down from their normal ten
game slate. Contests at Navy
(opener) and at Tulane and Army
highlight the season, with Perm
State the major home game.
Villanova, VMI, Buffalo, Holy
Cross, and UMass complete the

the best of the lot. Bob Conley is
schedule.
Among the top returnees are
the lone remaining returnee, and
Gary Andrachik, captain for '68
his excellent control and ability to
and a starting linebacker in both
change speeds will probably rate
of his varsity campaigns; Barry
him in the top spot in the bullpenGallup, junior tight end and secLike Conley and Ford, most of
ond leading receiver; and tackles
the year's mound candidates are
Jerry Ragosa, Kerry Horman, and
southpaws. Ray LaGace, Bill BarJohn Fitzgerald.
ton, George Berry and Ed GiHis,
a quartet of sophmore lefties
Freshmen Frank Harris and Fred
Willis, the passing duo who set
should all get a shot at the startfrosh records in last year's 4-6 1
er's job. Righthander Bill Gerity,
campaign will vie for backfield poanother soph, is also slated for
sitions with the sophs and juniors
January.
some pitching duties. Sixty feet
The Eagles' schedule next seaof the '67 varsity.
away. Bob Maher looks unshakeAlthough it seems too early to
able in the starting catcher's slot.
son includes only nine games,
tell, the outlook with a new coachHis fine defense work makes him
ing staff and a young club is one
a valuable asset, especially on
of optimism for the '68 football
the collegiate level, but he needs
Foremost among the returning
season.
improvement as a hitter. At this
pitchers is Senior Pete Ford, a
writing it is uncertain which of
strong-armed lefthander
whose
a host of sophmores will win the
past performances have been ocbackup receiver's job.
Four Boston College varsity hockey players received New
casionally brilliant but too often
The infield is stocked with re- England honors at the Hotel Somerset last Wednesday night. Tim
erratic. He has the talent to be his
turnees, including hard-hitting first Sheehy, George McPhee, Gordie Clarke, and Kevin Ahearn were
team's ace, but to do so he must
baseman Mike Finnell, the Eagles'
recipients as voted by New England sportswriters, coaches,
add consistency to his obvious
1968 captain. His .325 batting aver- the
talents.
age of last season is parred on the and sports publicists.
Joining Ahearn and Clarke as
Sheehy,
leading
Yin Campobasso came along well
the Eagles'
right side with the near .300 mark
special award winners were Coach
at the end of last season and now
of junior second-sacker Mike Robscorer and top player, was one of
Rube Bjorkman of the University
appears ready to play a big role in
ertson whose clutch hitting was a three sophomores named to the
the BC baseball picture. Rightfactor in the BC surge to the Col- first squad of the New England
of New Hampshire as Coach of the
handers are scarce on the staff
lege World Series. Switch-hitting College Hockey All-Star teamYear; Wayne Small of Brown as
this year and Vinnie appears to be
speedster Ed O'Neil returns at
New England's Most
Valuable
McPhee was named to the secPlayer and top forward; Darrell
ond unit on the basis of his fine
Abbott of BU as top defenseman;
clutch performances towards the
Mike Hyndman of the Terriers as
end of the season.
top sophomore; and Bobby Bauer,
Jr., of Harvard as most improved
Bolstered by the return of five lettermen and the addition of two
player.
The award for the top defensive
good-looking newcomers, this year's edition of the BC tennis squad
forward was given to Gordie
appears to have the potential to get through a tough schedule far on
Clarke, and Ahearn was the recipithe plus side.
ent of the Joe Tomasello "Unsung
Returning from last year's team
John Hughes and John Mayot,
Hero" award. This is a greatly deare seniors Bill Meakem, John ranked seventh and eighth, respecserved honor for Ahearn who
Chanowski and Ken Sibelian, and
ByTONYCALIRI
tively, in New England. Tennis is
showed great improvement over
juniors Joe Harney and Pete Ginthe only varsity sport at SMTI
Sports Staff
the course of the season and
grass.
and with the help of many tennis
Now that it appears that Spring has finally arrived and is here to
wound up as BC's third leading
Senior Joe Ward and junior
scholarships, the New Bedford scorer.
stay, the Boston College golf team is getting ready for its spring season.
John Curtin, a couple of rookies,
The team is out to try to better their fall showing, when they were
school has built up a strong conare also being looked to for a
Joining McPhee on the second
tender.
number one in the Boston area and tied for second place with Providence
substantial contribution.
team are Graham Bruder and
in the ECAC finals. With Captain Pete Sinnott, Bill Crowley, John RicThe Eagles will have a slight
This year's schedule begins SunBobby Brandt of the University
cardo, and Tom Reardon leading the charge, they could very well do it.
advantage against SMTI and the
of New Hampshire; Herb Wakaday, April 27, with a 2:00 P.M.
During Easter vacation the team will head down to Cape Cod for
Cross inasmuch as both games
bayashi, the pint-sized but talenthome match versus Assumption.
three days to get some practice in under Coach Eddie Carroll's supei
home,
will
be
SMTI on Sunday,
The schedule also includes Tufts,
vision. After returning, they will be ready for their first match on Apri
ed center of Boston University;
April 28, and the Cross on ThursMIT, Brandeis, SMTI, Holy Cross,
16 against Williams and Harvard at Williamstown, Mass.
defenseman Billy Hinch, also of
day, May 2.
Providence and Stonehill.
BU, who really came into his own
Some other teams on the spring schedule include U. Mass, Brown,
MIT, Holy Cross and SMTI are
Brandeis, BU, Dartmouth, Army, and arch-rival Holy Cross. Although
Coach Dick Ashworth was optithTs season; and Eric Porter of
expected to give the Eagles the
mistic about the team's chances
there are no scheduled meets with either Providence or URI, it appears
Northeastern who paced the
toughest time. The Mass. Aye. but felt that "the weather is a
Huskies in scoring and was an
that they are the teams to beat in the New Englands on May 10 and 11.
inspirational leader for Coach
Techmen are always strong while key factor as the boys will have
A possible darkhorse in the group is Williams, who fields a good team
Jimmy Bell's team.
the Crusaders have two players,
tn oractice to keep a fine edfle."
every year.

There is, however, little simillast year's April
situation and the one that now
confronts Eddie Pellegrini. The
1967 Eagles had only four seasoned
returnees, including an outstanding
pitcher in Bill O'Brien, whose prolific right arm is gone through
graduation. This year's squad has
twelve veterans, only three of
whom are pitchers, and noneof the
hurlers has enough experience to
be rated as a sure fire winner in
the O'Brien mold. The key this
year is offense, and BC hopes to
swing enough big bats to counter
the uncertainty of the mound
staff.
arity between

4 Eagles win NE honors

season

readyNfetomnr

Golfers in spring season

